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A beautiful doctor from London. A handsome sheikh from the Middle East. One happily ever after ending?

When Sarah Greenwich marries Sheikh Akbar, her life is full of wedded bliss in the arms of a loving, passionate man. However, not everyone shares her happiness and Sarah soon discovers that when you’re married to a powerful warlord, problems can come from the most unexpected sources. Sometimes love cannot overcome the obstacles that are placed in front of it.
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Customer Reviews
After being kidnapped by mistaken identity Dr. Greenwich falls in love and marries her abductor, the sheikh. Neither her family or co-workers attend the wedding. After her two week leave from work is ended she returns to find that she has been replaced and will only be accepted back if her husband writes a letter granting approval which he refuses to do. All the things he said before they married seemed like a lie now. Another female relative gets pregnant and her fiance dies in a horse accident but to allow her to retain honor he decides to marry her which infuriates the doctor. She returns to England, finds she is pregnant and gives birth to a son. The sheikh doesn’t find out until 9
years later after searching for her. She finds that his second wife and child are both dead. She eventually returns and he has purchased a villa for them and signed a letter for her to return to her old job. What's to say he won't exercise his rights to marry another wife again. I don't know if I would trust him.

Sarah Greewich an English Doctor has been working abroad for some years. Living in the middle east Sarah meets Sheikh Akbar a warlord who is trying to find peace amongst the various warring tribes. Sarah falls in love with Akbar and goes against the advice of friends and family and marries him in the traditional middle eastern way. Love is just not enough sometimes to conquer cultural differences as Sarah was about to find out. Sheikh Akbar would not sign her papers to remain as a doctor working at the hospital she had been for many years. Being a doctor was everything to Sarah and helping people was her life. Over time Sarah became worn down but never gave up fighting for what she herself believed in. This is a story of love against cultural differences, acceptance and reminding yourself of who your are and what you believe in. Another great story from the this talented author. I love this authors books and I will be reading the next one too.

I so enjoy a good romance and this one was good. It's a quick read and enjoyable. What more could you want?

I wanted to hit her and him. For him to take a second wife and no consideration for her at all. This story seemed like it was rushed. I thought a lot was missing n this story
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